EQUAL TIME

Let voters, not judges, decide issue

By JONATHAN MURPHY

Finals in the race against two-time presidential candidates Al Gore and George W. Bush are less than a week away, and both campaigns are determined to win. But the issue is whether the systems for counting votes in Florida will be fair.

Many state systems are complex and reliant on technology, and the Bush-Gore campaigns have fought over the validity of those systems and the fairness of the outcome.

The issue is whether the systems for counting votes in Florida will be fair.

GOP’s edge in Florida withers

By JOHN FUMAROLE

Many state systems are complex and reliant on technology, and the Bush-Gore campaigns have fought over the validity of those systems and the fairness of the outcome.

The issue is whether the systems for counting votes in Florida will be fair.

Road project a promising first step

By THOMAS WALLACE

Many state systems are complex and reliant on technology, and the Bush-Gore campaigns have fought over the validity of those systems and the fairness of the outcome.

The issue is whether the systems for counting votes in Florida will be fair.